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SALE  
NOW ON!
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worktops, sinks and taps, you won’t want to miss out. 
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to find out all the details
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Whether used daringly or subtly, these accent colours for grey kitchens will help 
you create a scheme that reflects your style and personality.

Accent Colours
for Grey Kitchens

What is an accent colour?
An accent colour is a shade used to add 
interest to a grey kitchen. You might 
decide to subtly infuse accent colours to 
compliment your scheme or create colour 
pops using bold coloured features instead.

Whatever way you choose to use your 
accent colour, its primary focus should be to 
enhance the design of your grey kitchen.

hardwick highland stone and oxford blue



hardwick highland stone and oxford blue

What colours go with 
grey kitchen cabinets?
Grey kitchen cabinets work with 
a substantial selection of colours. 
Consider whether you would prefer a 
warm grey colour palette or a cooler 
look. One thing is for sure, there are 
many ways to create a scheme that 
works for you.



h line hampton graphite with ligna mayfield oak and portland oak handle rails

Modern wood accents 
for grey kitchens
Wood textures complement 
various colours, but natural wood 
tones look especially good with 
grey kitchens.

This homeowner has opted for 
dark grey kitchen cabinets and 
infused wood accents using handle 
rails, bar stools, and kitchen island 
doors. This combination has 
created a warm Scandi scheme that 
looks fantastic!
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Blue accents for 
grey kitchens
When it comes to accent 
colours for grey kitchens, 
blue is a firm favourite with 
our customers. But, don’t 
be fooled. Blue accents 
are far from a fad, and we 
have no doubt this colour 
combination will stand the 
test of time.

hardwick farringdon grey and graphite with tuscan walnut cabinetry wine drawers in tuscan walnut

h line sutton new forest with scots grey with metalix bronze

hatfield highland stone with inkwell

Classic wood accents 
for grey kitchens
Using the kitchen’s storage 
features is a perfect opportunity 
to incorporate luxurious wood 
accents, including Tuscan Walnut 
crate drawers, wine storage and 
an open drinks cabinet.
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h line sutton burnt umber with milano arctic frost and metalix bronze

h line sutton burnt umber with milano arctic frost and metalix bronze

Metallic accents for grey 
kitchens
Another way to add warming accents 
to a grey kitchen is with metallic 
finishes. 

The modern space has been 
completely transformed by simply 
adding metallic bronze handle rails 
and plinth. The addition of bronze 
splash backs also adds a reflective 
and warming element to the space.
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ligna alaskan oak with sutton light grey and metalix titanium

Metallic accents for 
grey kitchens
Teaming metallic accents with 
light grey and wood finishes 
creates an impactful, cool 
palette that will be sure to bring 
personality to any modern 
kitchen design. 
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Pink accents for grey 
kitchens

Pink may seem like a bold choice for 
some, but pink can create a delicate, 
soothing effect when paired with grey 
kitchen cabinets.

Our Autumn Blush finish has been used 
sparingly, only featuring on the kitchen 
island. However, the grey kitchen 
cabinets provide a neutral backdrop 
allowing the pink kitchen island to pop, 
and it looks fantastic! 

If you love pink but are worried about 
having kitchen cabinets,you can inject 
pink accents into your scheme using 
features that can be easily changed, 
such as splash backs or appliances.

h line sutton autumn blush with white

ashbourne highland stone
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For more dazzling kitchen inspiration,  
visit sigma3.co.uk/inspiration

sutton coastal mist with white

sherborne coastal mist with portland oak crate drawers and light grey

Light Blue accents for 
grey kitchens
Light Blue kitchens can bring a 
fresh, coastal appeal to a kitchen 
design. Our Coastal Mist finish 
blends perfectly with Light Greys 
and Whites. Choose a timeless 
shaker style for an on-trend finish. 
Or, opt for a minimalistic and 
modern flat slab desjgn with or 
without handles! 
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Spacious cabinets
The innovative design of our kitchen 
cabinets eliminates the need for 
the disruptive centre posts seen in 
standard kitchen cabinets. As a result, 
you’ll benefit from far more space 
and uninterrupted access to your 
kitchenware.

What’s more, our kitchen cabinets’ 
unmatched strength and stability can 
withstand the demands of even the 
busiest of households. You can rest 
assured that your kitchen cabinet will 
last for years to come, no matter what 
your lifestyle requirements.
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When it comes to kitchen cabinets, there are options galore - with such a wealth 
of choices, knowing where to begin can be a challenge. There are 16,000 possible 

configurations with our cabinets, so whatever the size and shape of your space, 
there’s a kitchen cabinet style that’s perfect for you.

madoc hoxton oak, sutton farringdon grey, metalix brass splashback and milano arctic frost worktop

Everything you need 
to know about styles of 
kitchen cabinets
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madoc henley oak

madoc henley oak, sutton highland stone and metalix brass

Sliding doors
Kitchen cabinets with sliding doors 
are a practical way to make a design 
statement in your kitchen. Sliding doors 
are a great alternative to standard doors 
as the side-to-side soft close mechanism 
eliminates doors protruding into 
walking spaces. 

Our kitchen cabinets with sliding 
doors come with the added benefit of 
integrated lighting, bringing an overall 
unique look to your home.

Glass doors
Cabinets with glass front doors 
make an elegant addition to 
traditional shaker kitchens and 
allow you to showcase beautiful 
crockery and kitchenware.

You probably won’t want to 
have glass fronts on every 
cabinet, but glass doors look 
beautiful when combined with 
other door styles and help 
break up the uniformity of other 
kitchen cabinets.ashbourne scots grey
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the hathaway in tuscan walnut

Bifold doors

Organised kitchen cabinets

Kitchen cabinets with bi-fold doors 
look great in any kitchen, particularly 
in kitchens where there is limited 
space for doors to open into. 

The design of bifold doors consists of 
fastened panels and hinges that allow 
the door to collapse and expand in a 
single motion, taking minimal walking 
space.

The kitchen pantry cabinet is the perfect 
choice for households that love an 
organised home. Our kitchen pantry, The 
Hathaway can be personalised to your 
every need and a beautiful way to bring a 
bespoke touch to a traditional kitchen. 

When it comes to kitchen cabinets, 
corners can be tricky. Luckily, we have 
the solution. Our kitchen cabinets can be 
designed to fit perfectly into otherwise 
wasted corner spaces. If you want a walk-
in kitchen pantry cabinet but don’t have 
the space, a corner pantry is the next best 
thing!

the lansbury in portland oak

For more dazzling kitchen inspiration,  
visit sigma3.co.uk/inspiration



range: sutton scots grey

Manon’s  
Great British 
Kitchen

We caught up with Great British Bake Off star Manon Lagreve whose kitchen is 
filled with small kitchen ideas perfect for compact city apartments.
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Small kitchen ideas with Bake Off star Manon

“The kitchen is such an important 
part of my life and home”

The kitchen plays a significant part in day-to-day lives, especially for 
Manon Legreve.

Since appearing on The Great British Bake Off, Manon has spent her 
days baking delicious treats and creating recipe videos in her beautiful 
London home.

Unfortunately, the design of her small kitchen made creating baking 
content feel like a chore. Manon described the kitchen as dark, gloomy 
and lacking practicality.

So, the hunt for Manon’s new kitchen began. Manon met with Esher 
kitchen designer Oliver Willcox who immediately provided Manon with 
an array of small kitchen ideas to improve her space.
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The design process
Ollie showed Manon our selection of stunning light grey finishes, perfect for lightening up the small kitchen. 
Manon opted for our modern kitchen range Sutton in our stunning Scots Grey finish.

Beautifully classic brushed gold handles and a gold tap were incorporated into the design to create the 
traditional feel that Manon was seeking. In addition, open shelving was added above the sink area to enhance 
the traditional look and simultaneously open up the space.

Pull-out storage features were incorporated into the design to make the most of otherwise wasted corner 
cabinet space.
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Do you need help 
planning a small kitchen 
like Manon’s?

Our kitchen planning guides will 
provide you with helpful kitchen advice, 
whatever size your space.

Ready to take the first steps in your 
kitchen journey? Book a consultation 
with one of our designers today. 
Appointments are FREE and there’s no 
obligation to take things further if you 
decide Sigma 3 isn’t for you!

The outcome
The combination of open shelving, gold features 
and flat slab doors has created a beautifully bright 
space that’s both modern and traditional.

We love how Manon’s used her open shelving to 
put her stamp on the design of her small kitchen. 
Beautiful colourful baking equipment sits on the 
shelves creating an eye-catching display.

The smooth, wrapped finish of the Sutton doors 
require little maintenance, which is perfect for a 
busy baking environment.

Manon continues to created mouth-watering 
baking content on her Instagram page.

Hear about the amazing experience that our customers 
have with us, visit sigma3.co.uk/inspiration
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When starting your new kitchen journey, it is vital to think about how you will 
use the space and the look you want to achieve. This will determine the storage 

features that will make using your new kitchen a complete breeze. Here are some 
of our favourites...

Storage  
Perfection

Kitchen Pantry
A strong, versatile and flexible 
pull-out storage unit. Available in a 
wide range of widths and heights, 
MagnaSpace will suit the needs 
of the most demanding of spaces 
and lifestyles. MagnaSpace is the 
alternative to expensive, out-of date 
and flimsy wirework pull-outs.
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Internal 
Drawer Larder
The SpaceTower larder unit 
boasts easy access and ample 
storage space for provisions. It 
can be tailored to your needs 
to suit your personal buying 
and cooking habits. In other 
words, the SpaceTower larder 
unit makes everyday kitchen use 
easier.
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Integrated Bin Systems
The VelaBin is sure to make light 
work of your kitchen waste. Featuring 
an efficient carbon bio filter lid that 
blocks any unwanted scents from 
escaping. Available in a wide range of 
sizes and a stylish selection of colours, 
your kitchen bin needn’t be boring.

Corner Larder
A twist on the classic 
pantry, The Lansbury 
is a corner pantry 
cabinet that will make 
the most out of the 
space in your kitchen. 
Choose from all our 
cabinet colour options 
and tailor the internal 
configuration to suit 
your needs.

velabin in legrabox r-design

the lansbury corner larder
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For more dazzling kitchen inspiration,  
visit sigma3.co.uk/inspiration

Kitchen Pantry

Cocktail Cabinet

The Hathaway is an 
essential storage 
feature that can be 
personalised to your 
requirements, needs 
and budget. The 
Hathaway will quickly 
become your best 
friend in the kitchen.

A beautifully appointed 
drinks cabinet, comprising of 
a mirrored back panel, wine 
rack, internal drawers and 
glass shelves. The Connery 
evokes a sense of glamour 
and occasion. A timeless 
feature and jewel of the 
kitchen, The Connery will 
always be a true classic.

the hathaway in portland oak

the connery in tuscan walnut
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Fridge/Freezers

Extractor Hoods

Ovens, Compact &  
Combi Ovens

Warming Drawers

Hobs Steam Ovens &  
Compact Steam Ovens

Dishwashers

Built-In Coffee MachinesLaundry

We understand that the kitchen is the heart of every home, a place to meet, eat and 
get creative. Therefore, we can offer efficient, high quality products that meet the 

demands of every lifestyle. 

We’re a Neff  
MasterPartner
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As a Neff MasterPartner® you will benefit 
from exclusive Neff promotions, live cooking 
demonstrations, a premium display of Neff 
appliances and staff that have been fully trained 
on all Neff appliances to offer you the best 
possible service. 
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Divide and conquer
Storage is the key to organisation and 
keeping your space calm and tranquil.
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Organise your perfect 
FITTED BEDROOM

Everything in  
its place

Don’t forget your accessories

Rather than piling everything 
into one cupboard and 
having to move items before 
you reach what you actually 
need, opt for a space that 
you can subdivide. This way 
you can make sure every 
item has a home.

Sort out your beloved bedroom with these easy ways to conquer the clutter.

Accessories always need a perfect space to be stored 
safe and sound, so why not include some dividers to 
neatly display your favourites.
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Space-saving and chic

Declutter the window

Colour tricks

Sliding doors are both space-saving and chic, they 
can blend into the background or take centre stage. 
Rather than plain glass, mirrored panels are a clever 
way to make the room look bigger and still keep a 
classic charm to the design.

Increasing natural daylight is key when 
you want to give the illusion of space. 

Replacing curtains for blinds or shutters 
will also let in maximum daylight.

Deep and dramatic shades and patterns can 
help to make your room feel spacious as long 
as you limit the scheme to a single colour in a 
range of tones.
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For more dazzling bedroom inspiration,  
visit sigma3.co.uk/fitted-wardrobes

Perfectly 
organised 
storage
If you like to see 
everything in its place 
when you open your 
wardrobe door, then 
our range of accessories 
will suit you. Choose 
from slide out shoe 
racks, counter balanced 
hanging rails, pull-out 
racks and even glamour 
units!
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SALE  
NOW ON!

With jaw-dropping offers across our kitchens and fitted 
bedrooms, and fantastic savings to be made on appliances, 

worktops, sinks and taps, you won’t want to miss out. 

PSST!

Visit sigma3.co.uk/sale  
to find out all the details
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Abergavenny

01873 850911

37 Frogmore Street,
Abergavenny NP7 5AN

01372 467464

86-90 High Street, 
Esher, KT10 9QJ

Esher

Cardiff East

02920 485888

Unit 2 The Design Quarter, 
Colchester Avenue, Cardiff, 
CF23 9XE

01633 252187

126 Lower Dock Street, 
Newport, NP20 1EG

Newport

Cardiff West

02920 593969

485 Cowbridge Road 
West, Cardiff, CF5 5TG

01792 790088

2 Mannesman Close, 
Llansamlet Enterprise Park, 
Swansea, SA7 9AH

Swansea

Find your nearest showroom
We have 6 kitchen and bedroom showrooms across the UK in South 

Wales and Surrey. All our showrooms have stunning kitchen, bedroom 
and furniture displays and are run by teams of passionate kitchen 

designers and fitters, who can create your perfect kitchen or bedroom 
to suit your budget.

We have been manufacturing customer’s dream kitchens since 1975

sigma3.co.uk



SUMMER SALE 
THE DETAILS

Book your FREE 
design consultation  
sigma3.co.uk/sale

PSST!

MASTERCLASS COLLECTION
UP TO £2,250 OFF YOUR KITCHEN

FITTED BEDROOMS

H LINE COLLECTION 
UP TO £2,250 OFF YOUR KITCHEN

STYLE COLLECTION

UP TO 

£2,250
OFF

UP TO 

£2,250
O F F

UP TO 

10%
O F F

UP TO 

15%
O F F

The UK’s highest rated kitchen retailer



SUMMER SALE THE DETAILS
PSST!PSST!

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. Sink & Tap, Appliance & Quooker Hot Tap promotion can only be 
applied and used in conjunction with a Full Kitchen order. A full kitchen order consists of Kitchen Furniture, Worktops, Sink, Tap & Appliances. All offers are whilst stocks last. We reserve the right to 

remove Appliances, Sink & Tap promotions as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products therefore not transferable to alternative products

Duct out and recirculating versions available

Elica NikolaTesla Prime 
Induction Hob with Integrated Extraction

NOW ONLY £1,449

2 0 %  O F F  
SELECTED SINKS & TAPS

3XCHR
WAS £1,323 

NOW £1,058 
SAVING £265

CUBE
WAS £1,323 

NOW £1,058 
SAVING £265

452976
WAS £483 

NOW £387 
SAVING £97

453773
WAS £756 

NOW £605 
SAVING £151

452978
WAS £483 

NOW £387 
SAVING £97

VBK710WHC
WAS £577 

NOW £461 
SAVING £115

453011
WAS £756 

NOW £605 
SAVING £151

453089
WAS £574 

NOW £459 
SAVING £115

453000
WAS £685 

NOW £548 
SAVING £137

SCP
WAS £282 

NOW £225 
SAVING £56

CWF
WAS £339 

NOW £272 
SAVING £68



SUMMER SALE THE DETAILS
PSST!PSST!

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. Sink & Tap, Appliance & Quooker Hot Tap promotion can only be 
applied and used in conjunction with a Full Kitchen order. A full kitchen order consists of Kitchen Furniture, Worktops, Sink, Tap & Appliances. All offers are whilst stocks last. We reserve the right to 

remove Appliances, Sink & Tap promotions as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products therefore not transferable to alternative products

WHILE STOCKS LAST

2 0 %  O F F  
SELECTED STOCK APPLIANCES

BUY NOW... 
PAY LATER!
There is no need to wait with our 
flexible finance options! Buy your 
kitchen or bedroom now and pay 
nothing for 9 months!* 

Visit sigma3.co.uk/finance  
to find out more

KI1812SF0G
WAS £838 

NOW £670 
SAVING £168

RIL1796
WAS £699 

NOW £559 
SAVING £140

LANE-60-SS
WAS £428 

NOW £343 
SAVING £86

KI1813FE0G
WAS £1,007 
NOW £806 
SAVING £201

G4344XFF0G
WAS £475 

NOW £380 
SAVING £95

WI3126
WAS £545 

NOW £436 
SAVING £109

T36FB40X0
WAS £556 

NOW £445 
SAVING £111

K4316XFF0G
WAS £443 

NOW £355 
SAVING £89

RI7306
WAS £662 

NOW £530 
SAVING £132

T48FD23X2
WAS £857 

NOW £685 
SAVING £171

GI7813EF0G
WAS £1,039 
NOW £832 
SAVING £207

RIF1796
WAS £716 

NOW £573 
SAVING £143

LANE-80-SS
WAS £472 

NOW £377 
SAVING £94

S153ITX05G
WAS £477 

NOW £381 
SAVING £95

We Are a Neff 
MasterPartner

£99  EX-STOCK
DISHWASHER 

Please ask your kitchen 
designer for more information.

Image for illustrative purposes 
only.
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BOOK YOUR FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION
VISIT SIGMA3.CO.UK/SALE

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. Sink & Tap, Appliance & Quooker Hot Tap promotion can only be 
applied and used in conjunction with a Full Kitchen order. A full kitchen order consists of Kitchen Furniture, Worktops, Sink, Tap & Appliances. All offers are whilst stocks last. We reserve the right to 

remove Appliances, Sink & Tap promotions as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products therefore not transferable to alternative products

SUMMER SALE THE DETAILS
PSST!PSST!

FITTED BEDROOMS

UP TO 

15%
O F F


